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Description
Elements in the form wizard can either be defined by TypoScript or by using the accordant wizard. Some of these elements don't
have a counterparts in the ExtJS form wizard and thus only work in the TypoScript mode. In these cases, the missing JSON
conversion objects lead to fatal errors.
Example TypoScript for triggering the error:
8 = IMAGEBUTTON
8{
label = Image button
src = /typo3conf/ext/bootstrap_package/Resources/Public/Images/Backend/TopBarLogo-v7@2x.png
value = value
}

Associated revisions
Revision 791cb96f - 2015-08-29 19:07 - Oliver Hader
[BUGFIX] Fatal Error due to class object inconsistencies in ext:form
Elements in the form wizard can either be defined by TypoScript or
by using the accordant wizard. Some of these elements don't have a
counterparts in the ExtJS form wizard and thus only work in the
TypoScript mode. In these cases, the missing JSON conversion
objects lead to fatal errors.
Resolves: #69399
Releases: master, 6.2
Change-Id: Ide39afcbdc483dc01d9cdc9165c89c34785f847d
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/42913
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Reviewed-by: Sebastian Wagner <sebastian.wagner@tritum.de>
Tested-by: Bjoern Jacob <bjoern.jacob@tritum.de>
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Revision efe27138 - 2015-08-29 19:19 - Oliver Hader
[BUGFIX] Fatal Error due to class object inconsistencies in ext:form
Elements in the form wizard can either be defined by TypoScript or
by using the accordant wizard. Some of these elements don't have a
counterparts in the ExtJS form wizard and thus only work in the
TypoScript mode. In these cases, the missing JSON conversion
objects lead to fatal errors.
Resolves: #69399
Releases: master, 6.2
Change-Id: Ide39afcbdc483dc01d9cdc9165c89c34785f847d
Reviewed-on: http://review.typo3.org/42924
Reviewed-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
Tested-by: Oliver Hader <oliver.hader@typo3.org>
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History
#1 - 2015-08-28 18:44 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/42913
#2 - 2015-08-28 21:27 - Bjoern Jacob
Here's a complete snippet:
enctype = multipart/form-data
method = post
prefix = tx_form
confirmation = 1
postProcessor {
1 = mail
1 {
recipientEmail =
senderEmail =
}
}
10 = IMAGEBUTTON
10 {
label = Image button
src = EXT:t3skin/images/spinner/d5d5d5.gif
value = value
}

#3 - 2015-08-29 19:18 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-2 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at http://review.typo3.org/42924
#4 - 2015-08-29 19:19 - Oliver Hader
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset 791cb96fd3a68cb6aab7d6496634b8d88b506a97.
#5 - 2018-10-02 11:31 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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